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ECONOMICS OF RANGE LAND CONSERVATION 

Howard G. Mason 

“hae & few of the many aspects of range lond conservation can be 
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“Pe the space allotted to this tonic. Those which will be taken 
Py Gre: varying standards of range conservation; the effect of the 
Pty SR oF conservation upon the ranch business; the significance of 
tty “Onges 3 the distribution of conservation costs; and, the difficul- 

‘ng out of a complex ownership pattern. 

th "re are two rather divergent schools of thought regarding range 
hy 

byron objectives. At one extreme aro those who aim at restoration 
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' pe bad ® * e e fh hese type of vegetation which the principal governing factors 
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“4 82d soil will pormit. At the other extreme are those who would 1M 
"tags harvest the grentest possible amount of forage on a sustained 
y Sy The first of these objectives would require extremely light 
4) *0 : 
4 stic livestock and greatly restrioted use by wild life. The 
Yeas great risk of failure to truly conserve the resources under 

Imntic conditions. 
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Ji te most conservation plans promise increased forage production at 
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‘n the future, this can only be developed by present reduction 
Shy is reduction may sometimes be spread over the year-round rench 
‘th, tS more likly to fall on some particular seasonal range and to 
‘pape resting ranch organization out of balance. Some superficial 
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— {hy ns seem to indicate that good seasonal range balance is quite ‘ Vos . . 

“ty, O20 with, particularly on cattle ranches.--The movement toward 
pay Pvation on a broad front promises to put considerable stress 

Winesses. 
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ty,.° Introduces the problem of distributing the strain of reshaping 
ye’ Uvestock economics. Because of the relatively large scale of 

ly Stock operatio a their financial structure, management i My 2° perations an r fin QO r , LE S 
“oy Rked with rather small equities. If the cost of conservation 
ea) Applied mainly upon livestock operators, there is likely to be 
td gy tStresse Since much of the gain, as usually conceived, is to 

Sr a long period of time and many individuals besides those 

S.ged in ranching, it seoms only fair to place the cost upon a 
*Y base than that of operators and their creditors. 
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e 2 lands commonly are found in a rather complex ownership pattern 
ys Civersity of attitudes toward management and in actual-ability 

Noy ‘ny effective management. Many range areas are a hodge-podge 
yy ederal lands, railroad grants, state and county lands, and 
eens held for various purposes. The composing of this sort of 
hay? pattern into any sort of coordinated conservation management 
igor Possibly one of the chief contributions of range surveys: 
Oy they offer for negotiating toward unified management of these 
'ership situations.   
 


